
A good foundation A good foundation 

is important for a is important for a 

long lived animal.long lived animal.

• Sheep and goats originated 

in rocky terrain.

• Hoof wear was not an issue. 

This is not in FloridaThis is not in Florida

This is not in FloridaThis is not in Florida

Peninsula (stretch of 

land surrounded by water).

Mediterranean region (body of 

water surrounded by soil).



Results: Results: 

Correct trimming Correct trimming promotes:promotes:

••A flat surface for animals to stand on.A flat surface for animals to stand on.

••Removal of trapped mud and feces.Removal of trapped mud and feces.

••Removal of excessive horn and sole Removal of excessive horn and sole 

tissue.tissue.

–– Reduces the chance for foot scald, Reduces the chance for foot scald, 

foot rot and other conditions .foot rot and other conditions .



Rotting meat odor 

between toes. 



ToolsTools
•Hoof trimming shears

•Hoof rasp

•Hoof pick

•Trimming knife

•File

•Stanchion

•Bailing twine

•Mineral oil

1.Dig out dirt

2.Trim wall

3.Trim heels

4.Trim excess interdigital

hoof growth

1. Start by cleaning the toes.

a) Trim the shortest toe first. 

• Front feet: Outer toes

• Back feet: Inside toes

b) Trim the front of the toes first.

2. After trimming the hoof wall, even 

the sole with a rasp.

3. Expose wounds, cracks or crevices to 

air by clipping the horn around it.

a) Stop when you see pink, soft skin. 

b) Hoof should be even with hairline.

c) Dry and hardened hooves can be 

softened with mineral oil.

•• Invest in a goat stanchion if Invest in a goat stanchion if 

possible.  possible.  



•• Other ways to trim small ruminants:Other ways to trim small ruminants:

–– TwoTwo--person trimperson trim

–– Tilt table Tilt table ($$$)($$$)

–– CastingCasting

• “Casting”

– Using a rope to 

immobilize the animal. 

•• NutritionNutrition
–– High caloric diets can produce hoof i rregular growth.High caloric diets can produce hoof i rregular growth.

–– Low protein diets can interrupt normal hoof growth.Low protein diets can interrupt normal hoof growth.

•• GeneticsGenetics
–– Hoof problems can be inherited from parents .Hoof problems can be inherited from parents .

–– Cull animals that recur into hoof problems.Cull animals that recur into hoof problems.

•• Regular trimmingRegular trimming
–– Monitor on a regular basis. Trim as needed.Monitor on a regular basis. Trim as needed.

ObjectiveObjective:

– Relieve animal stress by 

providing the animal with sound, 

well-balance footing. 

Mamma said: Aim for 

the sky, but I don’t 

think she meant like 

this. 

And some people 

say sheep are 

stupid.

Larry, the next time 

you say “hold my 

beer” I will remind 

you of this!



• Foot problems can be avoided by detecting them early.

• Culling is always an option.

• Contact your veterinarian for information on treating common 

problems.


